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THE QUONDAM EDITOR

MAYDAY! MAYDAY!
MICHAEL ROYSTER

The Quondam figures that if, on
this first day of the merry month of
May, Brazil’s president can use the
internet to send a message, we ought
to be able to do the same thing, so we
really do exhort all our readers to try
us online. Paper will arrive in due
course, of course, but why should
you wait?
This issue has a relatively varied content,
starting with a look at History—not
450 years ago, but 50 to 60 years ago,
when Rio’s urban landscape was being
vastly renovated. Likewise historical
is the reminiscence of filming in the
Parque Lage some 35 years ago.

In terms of community activities, the
American Society will have its annual
America’s Day bash on May 30th,
food and music and camaraderie in
a typically American type setting,
games for the kids, fun for all. Plus, the
Carioca Cricket Club is having a bash
out in Itaguaí on May 16th, where
visitors are invited. You can read all
about it in our 4 Corners section.
Deep Breath.
We’d really like to have more material,
including feedback, from our readers.
We know you’re out there, we’re just
not sure what you read and why you

Moreover, we need more SNAP! In
our publication, we really want to
show readers how talented our homegrown paparazzi are. To paraphrase
Paul Simon’s song about a now extinct
commercial product, we’d like you to
“give us those nice bright colors, give us
the greens of summers, make us think
all the world’s a sunny day....”

It has been a quiet month for the
Society, with no BCS event and the
Easter and other holidays taking
members away from the heat in Rio.

Elected Members of the
Council
April 2015-April 2016

READ THE UMBRELLA ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD!
www.issuu.com/theumbrella
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The Pursuit of Happiness in
2015

The AGM voted for the following:

On the lighter side, the Carioca version
of “Nunsense” is described by Ewa
Procter, and Enigma continues to baffle
us with puzzles—at least the Quondam
is usually baffled.
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THE AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF RIO DE JANEIRO
(AmSoc)

read it, and whether you like it. We do
know our contributors enjoy writing,
so why don’t you let us know how
you feel—go ahead, it’s “be kind to
writers” month, throw them a paean
or two.

Feeling sporty? We’ve got another
Olympic Glimpse, plus a take on Finns
(the boats) as well as a great notice
about how sports-related activities help
children out of the streets.

Societies INFO

THE BRITISH AND
COMMONWEALTH
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William Ballantyne (Hon. Treasurer,
elected last year to a two-year term);
Philip Carruthers; Mary Crawshaw;
Denis Daniel; Nicholas Fletcher; Les
Hayes; Colin Reed; David Richardson;
Noreen Smith; Vicky Staniforth;
Anna Whyte
Substitutes:
John (Jack) Woodall; John Anderson;
Douglas Woods (for Hon. Treasurer)

Ex-officio members of the
Council:
Robert Barclay, Immediate Past
Chair; Jonathan Dunn, H.M. ConsulGeneral; John Nixon MBE, Director,
The British School; Chaplain, Christ
Church (currently vacant)
By The Umbrella`s deadline there had
not yet been a Council meeting to
appoint the new Chair and Officers,
but as most of the previous Council
members were voted back in, there
should not be any problems in that
area. We welcome new member,
Nick Fletcher, who will be an asset
to the Properties Committee, to
which he has already given valuable
engineering advice.

We’ve now had two Happy Hours in
2015: March 12th at the Boteco Belmonte
in Jardim Botânico, and the next on April
16th, at AmSoc sponsor The Gringo Café
in Ipanema, where over two dozen people
enjoyed bargain rates on food and
drink, plus lots of camaraderie.
The third of our Happy Hours will
take place on Thursday, May 21st, at
one of our favorite venues, La Calaca,
so we know the theme will be Mexican
and/or TexMex; veterans of prior
Happy Hours know there’s nothing
to make people happier than noshing
on nachos, biting into burritos, trying
tasty tacos, etc etc etc.
All this happiness, of course, is leading
up to the biggest outdoor party AmSoc
offers each year: America’s Day. On
Saturday, May 30th, starting 12 noon,
we’ll all traipse uphill to the American
School’s Gávea campus, and take over
the softball field and more, promoting
a typical American-style picnic party,
with live music, games for kids of all
ages, not to mention (duh!) typical
American food—hamburgers, hot
dogs, potato salad, cole slaw, and even
pizza from a food truck!
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and more...

WOMEN´S DIOCESAN
ASSOCIATION (WDA)
Jumble Sale: We are now only some
two months away from the WDA
Jumble Sale. Please note that the
event is scheduled to take place on
Wednesday 8th July, from 10 am until
noon.
We wish to thank those of you who
have already sent along donations
in response to our appeal. The ladies
of the WDA who are responsible for
receiving the donations are now busily
separating the different items, pricing
them and setting aside any articles
considered suitable for sale on our
White Elephant Stall at the end of the
year.
When you have the time, please make
a good search around the house
for items of clothing you no longer
need, household articles including
ornaments, toys, jigsaw puzzles etc.
The success of the event depends on the
amount of donations made – the more
we receive, the more we shall be able
to help the different charities at the end
of the year. Anything you send along to
us will be most welcome. If you donate
any electrical appliances it would be
much appreciated if you could please
check that they are in working order.
Cida Szatmari filling the jars!

The fourth Happiness will occur on
Thursday, June 18th, at a location to be
determined closer to the happy day itself,
but once again we do know the theme—
Festa Junina, one of the great Brazilian
folk happenings. We can’t guarantee
bonfires or even square dances, but we’ll
work on making you happy with typical
local goodies such as corn on the cob,
quentão and caipirinhas.
In August and September, we’re
planning a Cajun Night, and (of
course) another Pancake Breakfast.
Stay tuned.
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Marmalades, pickles and
chutneys:

corners

and more...

Deliveries can be made any day during
the week to Karen, Christ Church
secretary, telephone 2226-7332, from
11 am to 2 pm; or to the BCS secretary,
Gaynor, telephone 2537-6695, any time
between 8.30 am and 4.30 pm. Please
remember that between 2 pm and 3.30
pm when school classes finish, cars are
not allowed into the grounds.

Special appeal for Laranjas
da Terra:

These products are available any day
during the week and especially on
Tuesday mornings or on Sunday after
the Church service. Please let your
friends and neighbours know about
our products. Our prices are very good;
all the ingredients are natural and they
are made from English recipes.
Empty Jars: Many of our readers
automatically return their empty
marmalade, pickles and chutney jars
for re-use, which is much appreciated.
If you have any of these empty jars
lying around the kitchen, please send
them to us together with the metal
tops. Many thanks.

CHRIST CHURCH
Annual General Meeting
2015:

procedures, working as in the past
with ICS/CMS. As in the past, we are
not in a hurry. We have advertised the
position; the application deadline is
May 3rd and we hope to have interviews
in June of this year. The PCC will keep
the congregation and the community
up-dated.
the Rt. Rev. Edward Sherrill (ret’d).
“Ned” was, if we are not mistaken, the
first Bishop of the Diocese of Rio de
Janeiro, where he has lived for many
decades.
On that same Pentecost Sunday, Fr.
Nicholas Wheeler will celebrate Holy
Communion at All Saints, Niteroi, at
6pm in the evening. This will be his
last Sunday celebration with us before
he leaves for London, and we look
forward to many visitors, as well as the
increasingly large number of people
attending services since Fr. Nicholas
began his interim ministry there.

Interim Ministry:

Contact Details for services: Rev. Roy
Smith 2447-3297, Rev. Mark Simpson
97981 7312, Revdo Eduardo Grillo
2286 9990

Pentecost:
“The dove descending breaks the air,
with flame of incandescent terror…” T S
Eliot, Four Quartets

CARIOCA CRICKET CLUB
Great to have such a good turn out on
a holiday weekend when there were
so many members out of Rio. Please
make a note in your diaries that the
next game will take place on 9th May
at Itaguai.
Match Report and wordsmithery
below courtesy of our in-house scribe
Luke Norman and photos to follow on
social media:
There were many headline makers at
Itaguai on Saturday.

We made this appeal last year and the
response was very good. We use these
specific oranges to make our Bitter
Marmalade. They are not easy to find
in the shops or on the market; most
people buy them but only use the white
part of the orange to make “compotas”.
When we do come across any for sale
they are expensive and not ripe. If
any reader has a “sitio” and has some
Laranjas da Terra to spare, or maybe
knows of someone else who does,
please let us know by sending an e-mail
to Olive at <olivearantes1909@gmail.
com> or by phoning her on 35478498 or mobile 986084316 The WDA
will be very grateful for any amount,
however small. For us to be able to
produce Bitter Marmalade this year
once again we need to find a source of
supply. Any help you can give us will be
much appreciated.
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The Annual General Meeting of Christ
Church was held on Sunday, April
26, following the regular 10:30 am
service. At that time, Barbara Hemais
was elected People’s Warden, and
Moira Mclauchlen became Chaplain’s
Warden. Five regular PCC members
and two substitute members were
elected. Prior to the AGM, the PCC
and the Advisory Board met jointly
and approved the financial statements
for 2014, pending confirmation from
our Hon Auditor.

PENTECOST IS MAY 24TH!
Come and worship with us!
Sunday, May 24th is Pentecost,
one of the three principal feasts of
Christianity, along with Christmas
and Easter. We celebrate the Holy
Spirit and its workings among us. On
that date, as a special treat, Christ
Church will hold a joint service with
its sister parish São Lucas, celebrating
the 90th birthday (congratulations!) of

The Search Committee has identified
IEAB Diocese of Rio clergy who have
volunteered to conduct our services
during the coming months. These
include Revds Roy Smith, Eduardo
Grillo, Eduardo Costa and Mark
Simpson, as well as +Celso Franco
(ret’d).

Skipper Subodh took a pre-match
look in the sparkling new pavilion
mirror and saw AB de Villiers staring
back at him. In his final game for the
CCC, the new Dad rescued his team
with a violent 48, hustled out a couple
of batsmen with a bowling display
that was surely leagues above the SA
skipper and then just because he could,

grabbed the wicket-keeping gloves
and provided sub-continental delight
with two whip-smart stumpings off the
whooping Shajeel.

increasingly impressive Luke Norman
was stroking it around like a blonde
Sangakarra (unlikely that man will ever
be asked to bat as low as no. 9 again).

Our own Brazilian heavyweight, Felipe,
responded with his own display of allround expertise. Two wickets (and a
bruised hand away from a spectacular
caught and bowled) were rounded off
by an extraordinary batting display.
And in this case, extraordinary is the
word. Having comfortably posted the
highest CCC score by a Brazilian in our
history, the big man decided enough
was very much enough and promptly
retired. The man truly is Brazil’s WG.

In a sign of true benevolence, Vimster
gave himself a second over and the
opposition climbed to a respectable 145.

Add on a cracking display from a host
of debutants – fiery Spanish hailing
all-rounder James Bancroft, Nick
Maccioca and Jon Branson – and you
can understand why our President was
purring all the way from Blighty.
But in truth, one man towered above all
these valiant efforts.
Twin-carrying Vimarshan Akula
spread joy throughout the day, and not
just because he pulled a box of tikka
from his Kookabura.
First up, the skipper marshalled his
bowlers with as much care as he
plays poker, defying a test match style
opening partnership from Nick V-B
(no females playing to trouble the big
man this time) and newbie James B, to
have Subodh’s lot reeling on 60-odd for
7 after 13 overs.
Then in a remarkable piece of generosity
– typical of the man – Vimmy brought
himself on to bowl. Quicker than you
could say chukka pies, Subodh was racing
towards a brutal half century and the

In the face of such a score, the big man
opted for experience at the top of the
order, with double wicket hero Jon
Watts showing his roots with regular
chinese cuts before Ed Riley took
over and smashed it to all parts. But
Yan Craven, Subodh and the hostile
Norman (said by the club skipper
to have pushed past 70mph as he
demolished timbers all over the place)
made things difficult.
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Vim,
however,
looked
largely
untroubled on the boundary. His air
of tranquillity obvious to all as the pile
of red and gold cans grew gracefully
beside him. He watched big guns Sam
and Nathan perish uncharacteristically
before he decided it was time for two
of the most stylish runs the CCC has
ever seen.
It was left to the Lachlan and Alex,
aka the Waugh bros, to try and rescue
things but even for these two heroes
of the future, it was a mountain too
high and patrolled too expertly by
the hooping pace of Mike Hughson
and the mystery spin of Nick V-B
(delighted not to be bowling to
Lachlan’s mother).
Vim you did it again. Victory to your
good friend and a fine CCC stalwart.
Thank you Subodh, we will miss you
man.
Bring on 16th May.

A special thanks from all of us to Fr.
Nicholas Wheeler who, after seven
years as missionary priest in Cidade
de Deus, and numerous times taking
services at Christ Church Botafogo and
All Saints Niteroi, during interregna
and otherwise, will be returning to
London in June. He will become Rector
of the Parish of Holy Trinity and St
Saviour’s, Chelsea; we all wish him
well, and will miss him.
The Search is
accordance with

progressing in
our traditional
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OLYMPIC GLIMPSES

The Australian Paralympic Committee visits Rio

THEATRE

AS NOVIÇAS REBELDES
EWA PROCTER

TANYA HARRIS
If you enjoy a musical with excellent
voices and fun choreography, “As Noviças
Rebeldes” (or “Nunsense” its original
English title) is a good choice. Maybe
you have already watched it in the past,
because this musical is now thirty years
old!

Last month a delegation from the
Australian Paralympic Committee visited
Rio as part of their preparations for the
Paralympic Games, which will take place
from 7th – 18th September 2016. I caught
up with Kate McLoughlin, the General
Manager for Teams & Events who will be
the Chef de Mission for the team in Rio,
and Natalie Hutchinson a veteran of four
Paralympic Games who is the Manager for
Team Operations.

Written by Dan Goggin, a North American
writer, composer and lyricist for the
musical theatre, “Nunsense” opened
officially off-Broadway at the Cherry Lane
Theatre in December, 1985. In the spring
of 1986, it moved and started playing at a
small off-Broadway theatre – the Douglas
Fairbanks Theatre (which doesn’t exist
anymore) at Sheridan Square, in the heart
of the West Village in New York.

Kate and Natalie, this is your first visit to
Rio, what are your initial impressions of the
city?
We have both come away with a fantastic
impression of the city. The people are so
open, friendly and welcoming and the
city itself is vibrant and beautiful. We are
extremely excited about bringing our team
here in 2016, and we know that this will be
a Games to remember.
How do you think this Games will differ
from London?
London was an amazing Games. So
well organised and the local people
embraced Paralympic sport more than
ever before. I think the people of Rio
will do the same. But it will be the
visual spectacle of the Rio Games that
will be just so much more colourful.
With the backdrop of the Sugarloaf,
Christ the Redeemer and Copacabana
Beach teamed with the exuberance of
the Brazilian people, all of whom seem
to have a tremendous appetite for sport,
it is shaping up to be an unforgettable
Games.
What do you think about Rio as an accessible
city?

Kate and Natalie at the Lagoa checking out the venue for the rowing and para-canoe events.

As far as getting around the city, it seems
quite good. Of course, there can always
be more accessible accommodation and
public transport options, however we are
confident that Rio will provide a fantastic
accessible environment for our athletes in
September 2016.
How many Australian Paralympic athletes
do you think will be here in 2016 and will
you be competing in all the sports?
We are hoping to send a team of roughly
170 athletes across 16 sports. Our total
team size will be in the region of 350,
which will be our largest team yet. We
are excited to incorporate two new sports
this time with our Para-Canoe and ParaTriathlon teams looking strong and
hoping for a successful first time at the
Games.

Will there be Australian Paralympians here
for the test event?
Our Para-Triathlon and Para-Canoe teams
are planning on attending the test events
coming up in 2015/16, whilst our other
sports are hoping to experience Rio either at
test events or through training opportunities
in the lead-up to the Games.
Any message you’d like to give The Umbrella
readers?
Our Australian team will embrace the
atmosphere of Rio 2016 and will be looking
forward to competing and winning on
Brazilian soil! In the meantime please come
and support our athletes at the test events
and wave the Australian flag!
Thank you Kate and Natalie and all the best
in your preparations.

Over the years, “Nunsense” became one
of off-Broadway’s biggest commercial
successes, having run for a total of 3,672
performances. It became an international
phenomenon translated into twentyone languages and with over 5,000
productions worldwide. So, as you can
see, “Nunsense” was always a tremendous
success, as it played all over the world for
decades, sometimes with a female cast,
sometimes with a male cast – or, as it is
now playing in Rio with a female cast,
except for one male actor.

abilities and decide to present a musical
show in order to raise money for the
funerals! I quote Thomas Moore (17791852) on this occasion: “Sing – Sing –
Music was given, To brighten the gay,
and kindle the loving.” In short, if you
analyze critically the entire thing, it is a
very politically incorrect story, but then it
is quite amusing as well!
Translator and adapter Flávio Marinho
did an excellent job on the musical, both
with text and lyrics. He did the same work
when “As Noviças Rebeldes” opened in
its 1987 version, but for the present run
he has also updated the play to this day
and age. The cast of five (Soraya Ravenle,
Sabrina Korgut, Maurício Xavier, Helga
Nemeczyk and Carol Puntel) are all
excellent in their assigned roles; the
general direction by Wolf Maya and the
musical direction by Liliane Secco (both
of whom worked together on an earlier
revival of “As Noviças Rebeldes” in 1999)
bring the audience an excellent show
where three musicians (André Amaral,
Carlos Henrique and Tássio Ramos) play
all the songs live. Also, for those who
enjoy puppets, I want to mention that
there is a hilarious scene where one of the
actresses interacts with a doll, much as a
ventriloquist would do.

“As Noviças Rebeldes” plays at the
Theatro Net Rio, located on Rua Siqueira
Campos, 143 – 2nd floor – Copacabana,
Rio de Janeiro, inside what is known as
the Shopping dos Antiquários. It is a quite
large and comfortable theatre. There is
paid parking in the building, entering
through Rua Figueiredo Magalhães.
Performances are on Friday, Saturday and
Sunday evenings, beginning at 9:00 pm
on Fridays, at 9:30 pm on Saturdays, and
at 8:00 pm on Sundays. It lasts for one
hour and twenty minutes. Ticket prices
range from R$ 50 (fifty Reais) to R$ 150
(one hundred and fifty Reais) but there is
always the obligatory 50% (fifty percent)
discount for students and senior citizens.
It is not recommended for young people
under the age of twelve.
The information I have at time of
publication is that the run will finish on
the 10th of May; however, it will probably
be extended as it is a huge success! Watch
the “O Globo” newspaper, or call the
theatre (2147-8060) to make sure the play
is still on, if you decide to go after the 10th
of May!
(*) Ewa Procter is a writer and a theatre
translator, and Vice-President of the
Instituto Cultural Chiquinha Gonzaga.

In Brazil, the first version of this musical
opened in 1987 at the Teatro da Lagoa
(which, also, doesn’t exist anymore)
where it had a long run with an all-star
cast; many of the ladies who took part in
the 1987 staging are still singing in other
musicals both in Rio and in São Paulo.
Before going any further, I need to make
a comment: “Nunsense”, the original
title in English, is an invented word
untranslatable into Portuguese. “As
Noviças Rebeldes” was a team effort to
find a humorous title for a fun musical.
However, confusingly, this title is very,
very similar to the Brazilian title to “The
Sound of Music” (“A Noviça Rebelde”).
Don’t be fooled, they’re very different
stories!
“Nunsense” has to do with nuns, and also
with nonsense. Its plot tells about five
nuns who leave their nunnery to play
bingo at another convent. When they get
back they find out that fifty-two of their
fellow sisters have died of poisoning. So,
after putting the dead bodies inside the
freezer, they realize they all have singing
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Moving and Shaking

Many consider Debret «the major diarist of life in Brazil
in the first half of the 1800s.» He was among the last at the
end of a period in human history in which drawn, painted,
carved and sculpted images were the only way sights and
scenes could be recorded for posterity. Soon, through their
new technology, photographers began to add their images
to chroniclers like Machado de Assis and Lima Barreto.
By the time of the enormous changes that re-shaped Rio›s
landscape from the 1920s through the fifties, the photojournalists of Correio da Manhã and other dailies were
able to report – although not yet tape the sounds of – these
metamorphoses.
Writers, photographers and artists conveyed the
magnitude and impact of significant and historic changes:
the razing of two centrally-located hills, the opening of
wide Avenidas Presidente Vargas and Central, the creation
of the base for Santos Dumont airport and the creation
of that landscaped park and playground, the Aterro do
Flamengo. O “desmonte do Morro do Castelo” (around
1920, in preparation for the celebration of the First
Centennial of Brazil’s Independence) and the subsequent
first (also circa 1920) and, then, final “desmonte do Morro
de Santo Antônio” (1952-1954) were major events in
the life of cariocas, followed with interest, passionately
debated, praised, criticized, loved and hated…
In its continuing celebration of Rio 450, this time
The Umbrella takes you back 61 years. The three 1954
pencil drawings reproduced on these pages are among
several dozen from the early 1950s by J. Kürz (1907 –
1990), the Hungarian-American artist. Better than most
photographs from the time, two of the drawings depict the
immense effort that went into the razing of the Morro de
Santo Antônio. The work required old-fashioned manual
labor, a continuous flow of dozens of heavy-duty trucks
and a large number of Bucyrus-Erie excavators and
steam or diesel shovels. The removal of the hill created
the space on which the Petrobras building and the Rio
de Janeiro Cathedral (Catedral de São Sebastião do Rio de
Janeiro) were later built.
From Rua Silva Jardim, behind the Catedral Presbiteriana,
we now see many of the tall skyscrapers bordering Avenidas
República do Chile and República do Paraguai. When first
built, the Presbyterian Church (then called Igreja) was
erected so close to the Morro that, for a hundred years, many
at first glance thought it was actually attached to it, that it
had been built on the hill itself. The green, gray and black
background provided by the Morro de Santo Antônio has
been gone since 1954 and is now entombed at the bottom of
Guanabara Bay and the South Atlantic.
Peter Janos Kurz
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“Giant excavators carve away at Rio de Janeiro’s Morro de Santo Antônio.”
Untitled drawing, pencil on paper, signed “Kürz János 5411”, indicating that it
was drawn during November, 1954. Previously unpublished. © Peter J. Kurz.

Paissandú Club hosted a happy
meeting of former Players and Little
Theatre members at the end of April.
Visiting Rio from Cyprus, where
she has lived for 10 years, Monica
Gavrielides joined Chris and Audrey
Hieatt, Robin and Fiona Brown, Susan
Johnson, Marcia Krengiel, Philip
Coate and Marcia Fialho to remember
songs and lines from “Who’s afraid
of Virginia Woolf,” “Anything Goes,”
“Iolanthe,” “Arsenic and Old Lace”
among others. It was all very “last
minute,” and it’s a shame other
thespians were not available.

Finn World Masters 2015 Championship –
Kavala Greece

“Desmonte do Morro Santo Antonio, Rio”
Pencil on paper drawing, signed “Kürz János 5411; shows a line of 1950s
- era trucks moving gravel and dirt from downtown Rio to be dumped into
the Atlantic. Previously unpublished. © Peter J. Kurz.

A biographical note
on the artist.
Born in Budapest,
the artist János Antal
Kürz (1907 – 1990)
was a refugee from
Hungary who arrived
with his family in
Brazil during 1949.
His life-long interest in
and obsession with the
fine arts was triggered
when, as a teenager, he
became an apprentice
woodcarver. In 1927,
he left Hungary for
“Esq. Rua São Luiz Gonzaga, Rio”
one year in Paris after
Pencil on paper drawing from October,
which he moved to
1954. Previously unpublished, signed “Kürz
Belgrade to work in his
János 5410.” © Peter J. Kurz.
uncle’s woodcarving
business. He returned to his native Budapest and in 1930
was admitted to the Royal Academy of Fine Arts.
Upon his move to Rio de Janeiro, the Brazilian authorities
insisted on the use of “ue” in his family name, to replace
the umlaut on the “ü”. Yet, while using “Janos Kuerz” as his
official name, he continued (with only one known exception)
to sign his works “Kürz” or “Kürz János” or “K. János.” For
a number of years one of three jobs through which Janos
Kuerz supported his family in Brazil was by teaching art and
drawing (Professor de Desenho) at the Instituto Central do
Povo in Gamboa. After the birth of his fifth child in 1956 –
and following the death of both his mother-in-law and his
wife – in 1957 he emigrated again, this time to the United
States. When he became a U.S. citizen, he formally changed
his first name to John.

The Finn World Masters Championship is one of the most
important sailing dinghy championships in the world. The
Finn has been the Olympic heavyweight dinghy since 1952,
and is now heavily modernized with carbon masts and high
modulus sails.
The World Masters attracts the best sailors in the world,
minimum age of 40, from many international dinghy classes
who wish to continue their love of sailing at top level.
This annual event regularly attracts over two hundred sailors;
the event locations are carefully chosen to attract sailors, as
well as their partners who enjoy the onshore festivities while
their men folk grunt and strain themselves offshore.
Last year in Poland, 230 ‘Finnistas’ participated in a week of
fun, sailing and enjoying the company of old friends from
many countries.
So, with the world coming to Brazil in 2016 for the Games
of the XXXI Olympiad, it was thought a good idea for
members of Rio’s Yacht Club (ICRJ) to attend the Finn
World Masters in Kavala, Greece.
For this writer, two birds are being killed with one stone:
(1) the chance to participate in a world class major event;
and (2) my wife has a passion to visit foreign countries and
Greece has been on her list for some years now. I believe that

this is the first time that sailors from Brazil have attended
this event.
Currently, the entry list nears the magic number of 200
boats from 27 countries, which displays the strength of the
event, as Kavala is not the easiest place in the world to get to,
located as it is much closer to Istanbul than it is to Athens.
The ‘Masters’ is divided up into various categories, Masters
(+40 years) Grand Masters (+50 years), Grand Grand
Masters (+60 years) and Legends (+70 yrs)
From the current entry list, I can see that many sailors use
this event as an annual pilgrimage, to sail in interesting
locations, meet old friends, drink differing national
beverages of (usually) an alcoholic nature, and try a new
menu.
On the sailing side, the thought of getting close to a starting
line with hundreds of frantic sailors, all shouting and cursing
each other in twenty-seven different languages, seems an
interesting prospect. On the social side, there is going to be
one heck of a party on prize-giving night, which includes
the class dinner.
Participating in this year’s event, representing ICRJ, will
be Ricardo Carvalho (BRA-21) and Colin Reed (BRA35), sailing in the Grand Masters and Legend categories,
respectively.
Colin Reed

Rio Here, There ans Everywhere

Rio 450

The celebration of Rio’s 450th anniversary continues with
events and exhibits throughout the city. Last month Ewa
Procter took readers of The Umbrella “back 112 years”
to Rio’s Belle Époque. Nan Carioca gave us helpful tips
and links on “how to get to know Carioca history better,”
and the Culture Vulture highlighted postcards from the
time of Rio’s turn of “the penultimate” century... Also
reminding us that a “major exhibit of Debret’s works
(...) will continue to be on display at the Centro Cultural
Correios until May 3.

Remembering The Players
and TLT

Produção de Eventos

WWW.MARCIAFIALHO.COM.BR
DESIGNER DO UMBRELLA DESDE 1994

MARCIA@MARCIAFIALHO.COM.BR
TEL: 21 2522-0159
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A Day of Inclusion for Street Children
Around eighty children at risk of the streets from across
Rio de Janeiro took part in a Day of Inclusion hosted
by Anglo-Brazilian charity Street Child United. Eighty
children aged 7-17 were united on Saturday 11 April for
a day of football, dancing, mural graffiti and barbecuing.
Joe Hewitt, Director of the Brazil office said:

Good Works

“Our Day of Inclusion celebrates the potential of every
child no matter their background. This year marks the
450th anniversary of the city and we believe every one
of these children has a positive role to play in its future.”
The Day of Inclusion took place in Complexo da Penha
in the north zone of the city, which is home of the
Favela Street football programme. The programme
provides football and life skills to young girls from
the area. Street Child United support the programme
whilst also running events including the Street Child
World Cup.

If you know the name of these beauties, email the.umbrella@terra.com.br
Julie Reid
Ingram’s Squirrel, Jardim Botânico RJ
Julie Reid

Drika from Favela Street said: “This time last year,
we won the Street Child World Cup. Now we are
Ambassadors inspiring other children to work hard and
reach their dreams.”
Street Child United are also partnered with the
AMAR and São Martinho projects, which work with
homeless and at-risk children in Rio de Janeiro. This
was particularly fitting as the weekend also marked the
International Day of the Street Child on Sunday 12 April.
Marlon, aged 12, from Project AMAR said:
“These children are just like me. I was a street child but
thanks to God and AMAR I left the streets. Today we’re
representing street children across the world.”
The day was also an opportunity for the organisation
to announce their Street Child Games, which will take
place in Rio in March 2016, ahead of the Olympic and
Paralympic games. Children from across the world will

be represented for Olympic-themed sports, a festival of
arts and a model UN Street Child Congress.
As the city gears up for the 2016 Games, Street Child
United events highlight the importance of protecting
the rights of vulnerable children during global sporting
events.
Steel and sky
Glenn Long

For more information or to become a volunteer, please
contact: <Joe@StreetChildUnited.org >

A moment in time
Glenn Long

SNAP!
Send
News
And
Pictures

Let’s be seeing YOU in The Umbrella in 2015.
Send News And Pictures and we’ll try to get you into print.
The Umbrella. Make it YOUR Umbrella.
Send News and high resolution Pictures to
the.umbrella@terra.com.br
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Fedegoso, (Senna macranthera), the scrambled egg tree
Happy Snapper

Games and Puzzles

.Letters

NAN CARIOCA

Location, location, location

Comments, feedback and suggestions please to

NAN HIRSCH

<enigmardj@gmail.com>

Dear Editors,
On behalf of the Il Sorriso dei miei
Bimbi team I would like to express our
sincere gratitude to the BCS for having
organized the Quiz and Curry event for our
Association.
The dinner was immensely successful
thanks to all the BCS team who perfectly
organized it and to the extraordinary
participation of the British Commonwealth
Society’s members.
The proceeds of your donation will be
designated to support our school Saci Sabe
Tudo, and all the interdisciplinary activities
we have the chance to offer to our children
thanks to volunteers and sponsors like you!
Once again, we are so grateful for your
spontaneity and would like to encourage
all British friends to visit our projects here
in Rocinha.
A big hug!
Barbara Olivi
President and Founder
Il Sorriso dei miei Bimbi Association
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Hidden promise

Answers to last month’s questions:

The answer to these clues is two words
which are anagrams of each other. So if
the clue was Hidden Promise, the answer
would be Latent Talent

Barely White (a Polar bear). In order to
return to his hut after walking South, West
and North, these directions must form a
triangle. Therefore, the hut must be at
the North Pole (it could also be near the
North Pole if he circumnavigates the
Globe when walking West).

* Sea-going craft
* Object in outer space
* Gene Krupa in Concorde
(and for younger readers, Krupa used to
play the drums)
Matches
It’ s a long time since matches have been
needed in a black-out, so we need a
another use for them. A puzzle ! Can you
arrange six matches so that each one is
touching every one of the other five?
Next in line
And a nice simple one to finish. What are
the next two letters in the following series
and why?
WATNTLITFS_ _

Corcovado, it boasts, within its 52 hectares,
gardens, trails, a forest, a historic building,
and an art school. Originally a sugar cane
mill, the site was converted into a residence
later on. British landscape architect John
Tyndale designed the gardens by the mid1800s but the majestic house was only built
in 1920, as a declaration of love by its owner
as an homage to his wife—he imported its
marble, tiles and decorative bricks from
Italy, aided by architect Mario Vodret.

Make Sense Too wise you are, too wise
you be, I see you are too wise for me.
Punctuate James, while John had had
«had”, had had “had had”; “had had”
had had a better effect on the teacher.
(e.g. the situation might have been that
John wrote that he HAD no sleep before
the examinations, whereas James wrote
that he HAD HAD no sleep before the
examinations)
Which Year He was born in AD 504. He
was 8 in AD 512. He was 64 when he
wrote the text in AD 568. 8 years later, in
AD 576, his son was 24.

A must! Whatever you do, the setting has to
be perfect for your intentions.
That is why a vintage Mercedes Benz,
rigged for detonation, sat waiting right
in the middle of the luxuriant foliage of
Parque Lage. A film crew bustled about,
providing last minute adjustments for
the continuation of the filming of Ronald
Biggs’ script for the film “Prisoner of Rio”.
It was a calm Saturday morning of early fall
towards the end of the 1980s. Only a select
group were privy to the explosion that was
about to happen; all present waited for the
big star to arrive. No, not Ronnie himself, but
rather Lech Majewski, the Polish director
contracted to orchestrate the filming. As

usual, he was late. He, accompanied by his
considerable entourage, was expected to
take the set by storm sometime soon (or
not). After a few hours, he would order
champagne served, lavishly.
A small group of foreign investors gathered
at the park to watch the activity along with
their Brazilian partners. Many of these
had their hearts bleeding—imported cars
were still rare in Rio de Janeiro then, and
the crazy director was about to destroy a
beautiful model!
Parque Lage was a fine choice for scenic
views of our city as background for
“Prisoner in Rio”. Located between
Lagoa Rodrigo de Freitas and the foot of

The park now is a city landmark and belongs
to the Government of Rio de Janeiro.
It is worth exploring Parque Lage to
discover its hidden treasures: an aquarium,
a romantic cave, the Tudor entrance to
the stables, the Café. Those with artistic
veins will find a variety of courses offered
at the Escola de Artes Visuais. The address
is Rua Jardim Botânico 414, telephone 21
3257 1800 and further information may be
found at <www.eavparquelage.rj.gov.br>.
Despite many Brazilians having been cast
in the movie, the film account of Mr Biggs’
flight to Rio after the 1963 Great Train
Robbery and Scotland Yard’s attempt to
recapture him, never reached the silver
screens of Rio de Janeiro.
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MAY
01 Friday - Workers’ Day Holiday
05 Country Dancing starts, Paissandú Club
16 CCC Intra-Club Game, Itaguaí
21 AmSoc Happy Hour
30 America’s Day Celebration (EARJ Gavea)
JUNE
13 Queen’s Birthday Party (Jubilee Hall)
18 AmSoc Happy Hour
27 CCC Intra-Club Game, Itaguaí
JULY
03 TBS Last day of Term 1
08 WDA Jumble Sale

Calendar

04 Thursday - Corpus Christi Holiday

18-19 CCC vs Chile, Itaguaí
AUGUST
03 TBS First day of Term 2
22 Saturday - CCC Intra-Club Game, Itaguaí

PSYCHOTHERAPY
VIVIANE RICHARDSON
Clinical Psychologist. Experience with expatriated
and cross-cultural issues.
Lived many years overseas: Canada, Singapore, UK and USA.
Practice at Botafogo - Rua Voluntários da Pária 190.
Appointment by phone +55 (21) 99966.9494
or email vivianerichardson@gmail.com

SEPTEMBER
05-06 CCC vs. São Paulo, Itaguaí
12 BCS Beatles Night
07 Monday - Independence Day Holiday
OCTOBER
10 CCC Intra-Club Game, Itaguaí
12 Monday - N. Sa. Aparecida Holiday
12-16 TBS Half Term Break

FOR SALE
Yamaha piano, made
in 1960. Brown, in excellent condition. Price:
R$1,500. Please call
Anne Keuning, Tel: 21
2274-9778, after May 3.

DEADLINE

for our June 2015 issue
is Monday, 18th May

31 CCC Nationals - Itaguaí
NOVEMBER
01 CCC Nationals - Itaguaí
02 Monday - All Souls’ Day Holiday
07-08 CCC National Championships, Itaguaí
15 Sunday - Republic Day Holiday
20 Friday - Dia da Consciência Negra Holiday (Rio only)
27 CCC End of Year Party & Awards
DECEMBER
12 Saturday BCS Christmas Lunch (Jubilee Hall)
18 TBS Last day of Term 2

If you want to drink, that’s your business.
If you want to stop, that’s ours.
Contact Alcoholics Anonymous
aario.org - Richard (21) 99867 8377

25 Friday – Christmas Day
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